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Ethics concerns in the analysis of what is wrong and what is right;  Some of the ethical issues are like not having 

transparency in financial interest about the product, use of pirated software worldwide, intellectual property rights 

ownership, web tracking, privacy preserving, domain name formulation etc. An Innovation taking place in technology 

incorporates certain ethical standards into law. E-marketing enables new business practices it has many advantages 

in the same way it also brings certain risk. Hence this conceptual paper focuses on ethical and legal issues in e-

marketing safety and security. 
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1. Introduction 
E-marketing has its ability to show the presence of the product dynamically. Marketing has its own meaning to say creating a 

desire and awareness about the product in the mind of people to purchase the product. Once its mix with information 

technology it may give rise many ethical and legal issues related to safety and security. An ethical and legal issue applies to 

business same has to be applying for e-business. In the same way marketing ethical and legal issues has to be apply for e-

marketing. In the today’s world of Information Technology everyone wants to complete their task in very shorter duration and 

with little effort. This may have impact on consideration of ethical and legal aspects.  

 

2. Ethical Issues in E-Marketing 
Ethics usually concerned with values and practices followed by professionals and/or other person who is expert in the 

knowledge. Ethics concerned with choosing the alternative among right and wrong. If one choose right from wrong it called 

as ethics whereas wrong deals with unethical. Ethical issues with respect to e-marketing involves web tracking, Privacy 

preserve, Paid advertisement etc., With content informing, remote web mail, picture transferring, video recordings, and even 

video conferencing from phones and other individual specialized gadgets with implicit amplifiers and cameras, the Internet 

will be influencing more lives than any time in recent memory. Security and protection worries, alongside e-business 

administrative issues will turn out to be more predominant. It will turn out to be more hard to make sense of who you can 

trust on the web, which sites are sheltered to visit, alongside all the exploitative, illicit, Internet showcasing plans, website 

streamlining, web index promoting, and web publicizing fakes and a wide range of e-business email tricks to battle with. 

 

Web Tracking 

Cold war happens to be from computer system, end users and web tracker. E-marketing companies should not misuse the user 

data that how user are getting access to the web. Companies having the facility to track individual user’s movement through 

many software related to tracking. Cookies related to browser may reveal much information about the user. Smart user may 

use the software like cookies cutter, spyware, spam butcher etc., login information is stored on system hard disk and some 

information related to frequently visiting website information are available by smart software from cookies.  

 

Privacy Preserve 

Privacy preserve in information technology is concerned with interest of individual person. Statements about privacy can be 

either descriptive or normative, depending on whether they are used to describe the way people define situations and 

conditions of privacy and the way they value them, or are used to indicate that there ought to be constraints on the use of 

information or information processing. Informational privacy in a normative sense refers typically to a non-absolute moral 

right of persons to have direct or indirect control over access to (1) information about oneself, (2) situations in which others 

could acquire information about oneself, and (3) technology that can be used to generate process or disseminate information 

about oneself. Dahal (2009) in his study he mention how to prevent “function creep”. One should not use other private data in 

any other circumstances without their consent. 

 

3. Legal Issues in E-Marketing 
The force of the Web to achieve the world conveys with it an assortment of legitimate issues, regularly identified with patent, 

copyright, trademark, security, and so forth, especially in the connection of working together on the Internet. Powers trying to 

apply their laws in customary routes or to extend lawful control over global joins face numerous difficulties because of the 

worldwide way of the Internet. 
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Fraud on the Internet 

E-business misrepresentation popped out with the quick increment in ubiquity of sites. It is a hot issue for both digital and 

snap and-mortar dealers. The swindlers are dynamic essentially in the region of stocks. The little speculators are baited by the 

guarantee of false benefits by the stock promoters. Barters are likewise conductive to extortion, by both dealers and 

purchasers. The accessibility of messages and appear advertisements has made ready for budgetary culprits to have entry to 

numerous individuals. Different territories of potential extortion incorporate ghost business opportunities and counterfeit 

speculations. 

 

Intellectual Property 

At the point when managing morals in a B2B organization and B2C customers there is a noteworthy level of trust and 

obligation that is bestowed to a man or gathering that keeps up the corporate Web website. It is vital from both a moral 

qualities based e-business and legitimate B2B and B2C point of view to ensure that the composed words, pictures, recordings, 

and what is being depicted around an organization are true. Issues can rapidly emerge including morals in showcasing and 

truth in promoting laws that can be pulverizing for an organization's image picture or extremely costly to manage from a 

legitimate viewpoint. It cannot be exaggerated, there totally should be a finished comprehension of a business for Internet 

showcasing issues and publicizing purposes, and know about potential trap zones for uncovering of licensed innovation and 

competitive advantages through data and articles distributed on the web. All things distributed online are liable to wind up 

open information rapidly. Thus alone, think precisely before hitting the distribute catch. Yang and Maskus (2001b) estimate 

the impact of international variations in IPR protection on the volume of unaffiliated royalties and licensing fees. 

The copyright laws secure Intellectual property in its different structures, and can't be utilized uninhibitedly. It is 

exceptionally hard to ensure Intellectual property in E-Commerce. For instance, on the off chance that you purchase 

programming you have the privilege to utilize it and not the privilege to circulate it. The dispersion rights are with the 

copyright holder. Additionally, duplicating substance from the site likewise abuses duplicate right laws. 

 

Email Correspondence 

Email correspondence ought to be private and secret, and ought to remain that way unless authorization is given to distribute 

something on the web. While certain people won't not see any damage citing something from an email got, and distributed it 

on the Web, it is constantly prudent to get a man's agree proceeding distributed anything on the web. Unanticipated issues can 

unquestionably emerge, or affect a man's image picture straightforwardly or in a roundabout way through different remarks or 

the content being grabbed in the web index results and after that replicated by others. In this way, it is shrewd to consider the 

solicitation for a quote deliberately before requesting the individual's endorsement. Furthermore, consider utilizing just the 

principal name and last name beginning, or even their initials as it were. Along these lines, their name is not straightforwardly 

connected to a remark on the web. 

 

Legal Issues in Website 

Website need to be protected from the following issues those are the unique underlying design of a Web page and its contents 

it may include  

 links  

 video 

 original text  

 audio 

 graphics  

 html and other unique markup language sequences  

 List of Web sites compiled by an individual or organization and all other unique elements that make up the original 

nature of the material.  

 

Domain Name 

Domain name reflects the internet address. Competition which happens for the domain name it may lead other legal issues. 

Once domain name is assigned to any vendor or the company it should not be reassigned the same domain name without the 

original vendors.  

 

Online Terms and Condition 

Right now, most online protection approaches are delivered by private organizations for individual organizations. 

Governments are creating enactment to bolster and reinforce the security assurance measures of numerous organizations. 

These activities are gone for controlling the capacity, use and revelation by organizations of individual data. Security 

enactment is intended to ensure a man's close to home data. The protection laws of their host nation influence abroad 

organizations. Each association ought to be exceptionally watchful while applying terms and conditions for the electronic 

exchange for Internet clients. 
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4. Do’s and Don’ts  in Webpage 
Dos in Web Page 

 Website link to other page 

 Use of free graphics/images etc. 

 

Don’ts in Webpage 

 Including the content of other person in the web page 

 Coping the other web page content to new web page 

 Forwarding the email of other person without their consent 

 Copying the logo, images, icons etc., 

 

5. Conclusion 
Innovation has to be secured through three essential legitimate components: patent law, copyright, and trademark. An 

organization can permit its licensed innovation, while limiting unapproved duplication or conveyance. Organizations are 

worried about lawful security for competitive innovations what's more, about the responsibility for, for example, Site content, 

use information, and truths. Online expression issues incorporate worries about spam, reactions of items or commercial 

ventures, and expression coordinated to kids. 

Changes inside of the moral and legitimate system of arranged correspondence are happening with quickness equivalent to 

the specialized, monetary, furthermore, social changes this medium has achieved. As basic members inside the online world, 

promoting experts will not just be required to stay very much educated of regulations and acknowledged practices however 

will likewise be progressively called upon to add to the worldwide dialog on electronic spaces. 
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